Step Into A Snow Globe in New Hampshire This Winter

Filled to the brim with adventures, local cuisine and scenic views, New Hampshire serves as an ideal winter wonderland. Whether you’re seeking romance, relaxation, or new experiences, the Granite State has something to offer.

New Hampshire’s winter programming invites every type of traveler to step into a snow globe:

**For the Instagram-savvy companion:** head to Ice Castles in Woodstock, where a glistening castle made adorned with tunnels, slides, and fountains awaits. Visitors can snap photos while traipsing through guided pathways surrounded by dozens of small, illuminated fairy houses suspended from trees.

**For the one with the altitude program:** be one of the first aboard the brand new Kancamagus 8, a high-speed chair lift making its debut at Loon Mountain this season. The lift is the first of its kind on the East Coast, transporting passengers to the peak’s multitude of trails and glades in under five minutes.

**For the traveler in need of some R&R:** What better way to unwind than with serene views of Lake Winnipesaukee and expert spa treatments? In Meredith, a trip to the Cascade Spa at Mill Falls at the Lake is sure to please. Guests can choose from a menu of relaxing treatments from tranquility massages to reflexology, and everything in between.

**For the kid-at-heart:** Funspot in Laconia is the largest arcade in the world, providing incredible entertainment with 300 classic arcade games, a 20 lane ten pin and candlepin bowling center, cash bingo, and indoor mini-golf throughout all four seasons.

**For the friend who lives for the thrill:** Those who have exhausted their time on the ski trails this season can take advantage of ice climbing courses at Synnott Mountain in Intervale. From basic to advanced, valley to alpine, Synnott Mountain Guides has you covered.

For New Hampshire winter trip planning inspiration visit the NH Travel and Tourism website.